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Abstract
Static and dynamic Properties of molten germanium dioxide are studied by two simulation
methods, classical Molecular Dynamics (MD) using the Oeﬀner-Elliott (OE) potential, and “ab
initio” Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics (CPMD). While CPMD provides a (presumably)
more accurate description of the local structure and the forces, it severely suﬀers from finite
size eﬀects when the structure beyond the first neighbor shells is considered. For glassforming
fluids, the demanding equilibrium needs are a further reason, why simply MD is still preferable,
when a “good” eﬀective potential is available.
1. Introduction
Simulation of chemically realistic models of materials in order to help to understand their
properties has become a particular important task of computer simulation methods in condensed
matter [1]. Simulations of glassforming materials are particularly valuable, since experiments
only give ensemble-averaged information, so even the detailed atomistic structure of amorphous
materials is debated [2, 3]. Even for the archetypical network glassformers such as SiO2 and
GeO2 the investigation of structure and dynamics is a controversial issue [3].
Hence it is very desirable to predict the properties of such materials via computer simulation
from “first principles”. Since the solution of the many-body Schro¨dinger equation for nuclei plus
electrons (and the use of this solution in the framework of quantum statistical mechanics) is far
from being feasible, however, also computer simulations need approximations [1]. One popular
route for simulating atomistic models of materials is classical MD. While at elevated tempera-
tures (as are used in the fluid phase) the neglect of quantum eﬀects of the ions is well justified,
describing the interactions between these ions by pairwise potentials clearly is an approximation,
even if such potentials are derived by quantum chemistry methods (e.g. for GeO2 this has been
done by Oeﬀner and Elliott [4]). Such potentials consist of Coulomb interactions with eﬀective
charges and a Buckingham potential for the short range part,
Uαβ(r) = qαqβe
2/r + Aαβ exp(−Bαβr) −Cαβ/r6 . (1)
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Here α, β stand for {Ge,O}, the distance between an ion of species α and another ion of species
β is denoted by r, e is the elementary charge, while qGe = 1.5, qO = 0.75. (See [4] for the
values of the constants Aα,β, Bαβ and Cαβ). Of course, in network glasses, where interactions
have both ionic and covalent bond-type characters, Eq. (1) ignores fluctuations of charges or
dipole moments at the ions, etc. While more complicated potentials exist taking such eﬀects into
account, a comparison (carried out for SiO2 [5]) shows that these potentials yield only minor
improvements in the description of physical properties.
These drawbacks are overcome by the Car-Parrinello [6, 7] idea, where forces between ions
are not described by any potential of the type of Eq. (1), but are calculated for each configuration
of the ions “on the fly” via methods of density functional theory (DFT). While CPMD is also
referred to as “ab initio MD”, one should keep in mind, however, that implementing DFT requires
approximations in the treatment of the exchange and correlation energy, and core electrons of the
ions are also not treated explicitly but only via pseudo-potentials. Therefore the implementation
for a particular material is not unique, and often it is hard to ascertain the residual errors due to
these approximations involved in CPMD [8]. In the present paper, however, we shall disregard
such limitations of the CPMD method, but rather are concerned with another very important
limitation of all simulation methods [9, 10], namely finite size eﬀects.
2. Comparison between MD and CPMD results
Since it is experimentally known (and confirmed by MD simulations [8]) that the activation
energy of the structural relaxation time τα of GeO2 is about 3.4 eV, it is no surprise that at T =
3000K this time τα already exceeds 100 ps. Thus, the lowest temperature that could be well
equilibrated by MD was T = 2530K, using a box containing 1152 atoms [the linear dimension L
of the cubic box then was 26.6Å, and periodic boundary conditions (pbc) were used]. Since the
same physical time in the CPMD implementation that was used here required a factor 358000
more CPU time, it was mandatory to carry out runs that were much shorter and concerned much
smaller systems. So the lowest temperature accessible via CPMD was T = 3000K, and the
maximum size of the system simulated (L = 12.6Å) contained 120 atoms.
Figure 1 presents, as an example, the partial pair correlation function between Ge atoms
at T = 3000K and T = 3760K. The experimental result [11] included for the nearest Ge-
Ge neighbor distance is for T = 300K, however. One recognizes good qualitative agreement
between the MD and CPMD approaches. It happens that the nearest neighbor peak in g(r) for
CPMD is closer to the experiment than for MD: however, since the experimental temperature is
so much lower than in the simulations, it is not clear whether this comparison is significant. The
MD predicts near r ≈ 4Å a sharper minimum than CPMD does – it turns out that CPMD yields
a slightly less rigid structure. Note that for distances r > L/2 (= 6.3Å for CPMD) significant
finite size eﬀects could be expected. It happens that nevertheless the g(r) from CPMD is still
reasonable up to r = 8Å. However, the lack of significant finite size eﬀects in the g(r) from
CPMD g(r) appears accidentally, as we shall see below.
Very important characteristics of “intermediate range order” [2, 3] in network glasses is the
concept of “ring length statistics” [2, 12]. One considers the shortest closed paths in the network
of covalent bonds, starting from an oxygen atom (Fig. 2). Here the “chemical rule” of network
glasses such as GeO2 and SiO2 is assumed according to which each Ge or Si atom has 4 covalent
bonds to O nearest neighbors, in a tetrahedral configuration, each oxygen atom at a tetrahedron
corner being shared by two neighboring tetrahedra [2, 8, 12]. The length n of a ring is then the
number of cations (Ge [8] or Si [12], respectively). Figure 2 shows, as an example, a ring of
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Figure 1: Partial pair correlation function gGeGe(r) for GeO2 plotted vs. r at T = 3000K and 3760K, comparing classical
MD with CPMD. Also an experimental estimate for the nearest neighbor distance at T = 300K is included. From [8].
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Figure 2: Schematic picture of a ring of length n = 6 in the GeO2 network glass, illustrating also the definition of an
angle θGeGeGe and the distance d between neighboring Ge atoms that was highlighted in Fig. 1. From [8].
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Figure 3: Probability P(n) that a ring of length n occurs, plotted vs. n, for T = 3000K (a) and T = 3760K (b), comparing
MD and CPMD. Diﬀerent numbers N of atoms are used, as indicated in the figure. From [8].
length n = 6. Fig. 3 then shows the distribution P(n) of ring lengths, comparing again classical
MD and CPMD. One sees that P(n) for CPMD is much narrower, and the peak occurs for n = 5,
while in the classical case the peak is at n = 6, and there also many rings occur with n = 7 and 8,
which are not seen by CPMD. However, these discrepancies are simply due to finite size artifacts
inherent in CPMD: this is proven by the comparison between N = 60 and N = 120 in CPMD,
as well as a comparison where N = 60 is also used for the classical MD: then the diﬀerences
between MD and CPMD are absolutely insignificant!
3. Discussion and Conclusions
While studies of crystalline solids (e.g. crystalline SiO2 [5]) clearly show that potentials
such as the OE potential [4] for GeO2 or the BKS potential [13] for SiO2 cannot provide a
perfect description of structure and dynamics of such materials, and CPMD seems to perform
somewhat better, the situation for molten and glassy GeO2 (and SiO2 [12, 14, 15]) is more subtle.
Due to the slow relaxation of glassforming melts, comparisons of well-equilibrated systems can
only be done at T ≥ 3000K, where no experimental data are available. Since properties of the
frozen amorphous glass distinctly depend on the cooling history [2, 8, 12], and cooling rates in
simulations are many orders of magnitude larger than in experiment, it is unclear what attention
should be paid to agreement or disagreement between simulation and experiment.
Now, when comparing classical MD and CPMD, we have found that it is absolutely essential
to use precisely the same number of particles. Since particle numbers accessible by CPMD are
rather small (this problem seems to have recently been overcome, however [16]), this simple rule
often is ignored in the literature. Our results clearly show that most of the discrepancies between
classical MD and CPMD in the case of molten GeO2 simply are due to finite size artifacts of
the CPMD results, and not always more “chemical accuracy” leads to better results. What will
be needed in the future, are CPMD studies of network forming melts where N is varied over a
wide range. Then, an extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit can be performed, as is common
practice in other simulation contexts [9, 10]. It is hoped that recent methodic developments (such
as [16]) will open the door to make such studies feasible.
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